We calculate corrections to the fermion propagator and to the Green's functions of all fermion bilinear operators of the formΨΓΨ, to one-loop in perturbation theory.
I. INTRODUCTION
A major issue facing Lattice Gauge Theory, since its early days, has been the reduction of effects which are due to the finite lattice spacing a, in order to better approach the elusive continuum limit. A systematic framework to address this issue is Symanzik's program [1] , in which the regularized action is improved through a judicious inclusion of irrelevant operators with increasing dimensionality. Thus far, most efforts have been directed towards O(a 1 ) improvement; this is automatic in some cases (i.e. requires no tuning of parameters), by symmetry considerations alone. Such is the case, for example, of the twisted mass formulation of QCD [2, 3] at maximal twist, where certain observables are O(a 1 ) improved, as a consequence of symmetries of the fermion action: Setting the maximal twist requires the tuning of only a single parameter in the action, i.e. the critical quark mass, and no further improvement of the operators is required.
In other cases, such as with the clover fermion action, O(a) corrections must be also implemented on individual operators; such corrections take the form of an additional, finite (non UV-divergent) renormalization or an admixture of appropriate higher dimensional operators. Determining the values of the renormalization functions or mixing coefficients requires an evaluation of appropriate Green's functions, as dictated by the choice of renormalization scheme; these Green's functions can be evaluated perturbatively or nonperturbatively.
As regards the perturbative evaluation of Green's functions for the "ultralocal" fermion bilinear operators O Γ a =Ψλ a ΓΨ (Γ denotes all possible distinct products of Dirac matrices, and λ a is a flavor symmetry generator) and the related fermion propagator, the following types of calculations have appeared thus far in the literature: (i) One-loop calculations to O(a 0 , ln a) have been performed in the past several years for a wide variety of actions, ranging from Wilson fermions/gluons to overlap fermions and Symanzik gluons [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10] . (ii) There exist one-loop computations of O(a 1 ) corrections, with an arbitrary fermion mass [6, 11] . (iii) The first two-loop calculations of Green's functions for O Γ a were completed recently, to O(a 0 ), for Wilson/clover/twisted-mass fermions and Wilson gluons [12, 13] .
(iv)
A number of O(a 0 ) results have also been obtained by means of stochastic perturbation theory [14, 15, 16] . In this paper we present a one-loop perturbative calculation, to O(a 2 ), of the quantum corrections to the fermion propagator and to the complete basis of local fermion bilinear currentsΨΓΨ, using massless fermions described by the Wilson/clover action. We use a 3-parameter family of Symanzik improved gluon actions, comprising all cases which are in common use (Wilson, tree-level Symanzik, Iwasaki [17] , DBW2 [18] , Lüscher-Weisz [19, 20] ).
All calculations have been performed for generic values of the gauge parameter. Also, by virtue of working in a massless scheme, all of our results are applicable to other ultralocal fermion actions as well, such as the twisted mass or Osterwalder-Seiler action [21] . Our results can be used to construct O(a 2 ) improved definitions of the fermion bilinears. In particular, they will be used in Ref. [22] to improve the nonperturbative determinations, with the RI-MOM method [23] , of renormalization constants of bilinear quark operators.
This paper is organized as follows: Section II is an outline of our calculational procedure;
Section III describes in detail the evaluation of a prototype IR divergent integral; Sections IV and V present the corrections to the propagator and to fermion bilinears, respectively; Section VI contains a discussion and concluding remarks. Appendix A contains a basis of the divergent integrals which appear in the calculation, evaluated to the required order in a.
II. DESCRIPTION OF THE CALCULATION
Our calculation makes use of the clover (SW) action for fermions; for N f flavor species this action reads, in standard notation,
The Wilson parameter r is set to r = 1; f is a flavor index; σ µν = [γ µ , γ ν ]/2 ; the clover coefficient c SW is kept as a free parameter throughout. Powers of the lattice spacing a have been omitted and may be directly reinserted by dimensional counting. The tensorF µν is a lattice representation of the gluon field tensor, defined througĥ
where Q µν is the sum of the plaquette loops
We perform our calculation for mass independent renormalization schemes, so that m f = 0; this simplifies the algebraic expressions, but at the same time requires special treatment when it comes to IR singularities. By taking m f = 0, our calculation and results are identical also for the twisted mass action and the Osterwalder-Seiler action in the chiral limit (in the so called twisted mass basis).
For gluons we employ the Symanzik improved action, involving Wilson loops with 4 and 6 links 1 , which is given by the relation
The coefficients c i can in principle be chosen arbitrarily, subject to the following normalization condition, which ensures the correct classical continuum limit of the action
Some popular choices of values for c i used in numerical simulations will be considered in this work, and are itemized in Table I ; they are normally tuned in a way as to ensure O(a 2 ) improvement in the pure gluon sector. Our one-loop Feynman diagrams do not involve pure gluon vertices, and the gluon propagator depends only on three combinations of the Symanzik parameters:
therefore, with no loss of generality all these sets of values have c 2 = 0.
For the algebraic operations involved in evaluating the Feynman diagrams relevant to this calculation, we make use of our symbolic package in Mathematica. Next, we briefly describe the required steps:
• Algebraic manipulations:
The first step in evaluating each diagram is the contraction among vertices, which is performed automatically once the algebraic expression of the vertices and the topology ("incidence matrix") of the diagram are specified. The outcome of the contraction is a preliminary expression for the diagram; there follow simplifications of the color dependence, Dirac matrices and tensor structures. We also fully exploit symmetries of the theory (periodicity, reflection, conjugation, hypercubic, etc.) to limit the proliferation of the algebraic expressions.
• Dependence on external momentum:
Even though one-loop computations are normally a straighforward procedure, extending to O(a 2 ) introduces several complications, especially when isolating logarithms and Lorentz non-invariant terms. As a first task we want to reduce the number of infrared divergent integrals to a minimal set. To do this, we use two kinds of subtractions among the propagators, using the simple equalities
where q stands for k or k +a p, and k (p) is the loop (external) momentum. The denominator of the fermion propagator,q 2 , is defined as
For the present work, one sets m f = 0 and r = 1, as used in Eq. (6); D is the 4 × 4
Symanzik gluon propagator; the expression for the matrix D
, is independent of the gauge parameter, λ, and it can be easily obtained in closed form. Moreover, we have
Terms in curly brackets of Eqs. (6) and (7) are less IR divergent than their unsubtracted counterparts, by two powers in the momentum. These subtractions are performed iteratively until all primitively divergent integrals (initially depending on the fermion and the Symanzik propagator) are expressed in terms of the Wilson gluon propagator.
Having reduced the number of distinct divergent integrals down to a minimum, the most laborious task is the computation of these integrals, which is performed in a noninteger num- Terms which are IR convergent can be treated by Taylor expansion in ap to the desired order. Alternatively, the extraction of the ap dependence may be performed using iteratively subtractions of the form
This leads to exact relations such as the following ones
In these relations the exact ap dependence of the remainders is under full control; this type of subtraction is especially useful when applied to the Symanzik propagator.
• Numerical integration:
The required numerical integrations of the algebraic expressions for the loop integrands (a total of ∼ 40,000 terms) are performed by highly optimized Fortran programs; these are generated by our Mathematica 'integrator' routine. Each integral is expressed as a sum over the discrete Brillouin zone of finite lattices, with varying size L (4 4 ≤ L 4 ≤ 128 4 ), and evaluated for all values of the Symanzik coefficients listed in Table I (corresponding to the Plaquette, Symanzik, Iwasaki, TILW and DBW2 action).
• Extrapolation:
The last part of the evaluation is the extrapolation of the numerical results to infinite lattice size. This procedure entails a systematic error, which is reliably estimated, using a sophisticated inference technique; for one-loop quantities we expect a fractional error smaller than 10 −7 .
III. EVALUATION OF A PRIMITIVELY DIVERGENT INTEGRAL
Divergent integrals which appear in calculations up to O(a 1 ) may be evaluated using the standard procedure of Kawai et al. [25] , in which one subtracts and adds to the original integrand its naive Taylor expansion, to the appropriate order with respect to a, in D → 4
The subtracted integrand, being UV convergent, is calculated in the continuum limit a → 0, using the methods of Ref. [26] , while the Taylor expansion terms are recast in terms of Bessel functions and are evaluated in the limit
In contrast to the above, some of the integrals in the present work, given that they must be evaluated to O(a 2 ), have Taylor expansions which remain IR divergent all the way up to D ≤ 6 dimensions. A related difficulty regards Kawai's procedure: Subtracting from the original integral its Taylor expansion in D-dimensions to the appropriate order, the UVconvergent subtracted expression at which one arrives can no longer be evaluated in the continuum limit by naively setting a → 0, because there will be O(a 2 ) corrections which must not be neglected. These novel difficulties plague integrals A1, A2, A3, of Appendix A.
Using a combination of momentum shifts, integration by parts and trigonometric identities, one may express A2 and A3 in terms of A1 and other less divergent integrals. Thus, it suffices to address the evaluation of A1
This is a prototype case of an integral which is IR divergent in D ≤ 6 dimensions; in fact, all other integrals encountered in the present calculation may be expressed in terms of A1(p) plus other integrals which are IR convergent at D > 4 (and are thus amenable to a more standard treatment).
First we split the original integrand I into two parts
where I 2 is obtained from I by a series expansion, with respect to the arguments of all trigonometric functions, to subleading order; I 1 is simply the remainder I − I 2
I 2 is free of trigonometric functions, while I 1 is naively Taylor expandable to O(a 2 ); its integral equals
The errors appearing in the above equation come from extrapolations to infinite lattice size.
To evaluate the integral of I 2 we split the hypercubic integration region into a sphere of arbitrary radius µ about the origin (µ ≤ π) plus the rest
The integral outside the sphere is free of IR divergences and is thus Taylor expandable to any order, giving 2 (for µ = 3.14155)
We are now left with the integral of I 2 over a sphere. The most infrared divergent part of
, with IR degree of divergence -4, and can be integrated exactly, giving
The remaining two terms comprising I 2 have IR degree of divergence -2, thus their calculation to O(a 2 ) can be performed in D-dimensions, with D slightly greater that 4. Let us illustrate the procedure with one of these terms:
we split this term as follows
The part in square brackets is polynomial in a and can be integrated easily, using Ddimensional spherical coordinates. The remaining part is UV-convergent; thus the integration domain can now be recast in the form
The integral over the whole space can be performed using the methods of Ref. [26] , whereas the integral outside the sphere of radius µ is O(a 3 ) and may be safely dropped. The same procedure is applied to the last term of I 2 . Adding the contributions from all the steps described above, we check that the result is independent of µ.
IV. CORRECTION TO THE FERMION PROPAGATOR
The fermion propagator is the most common example of an off-shell quantity suffering from O(a) effects. Capitani et al. [6] have calculated the first order terms in the lattice spacing for massive fermions. We carried out this calculation beyond the first order correction, taking into account all terms up to O(a 2 ). Our results, to O(a 1 ), are in perfect agreement with those of Ref. [6] . The clover coefficient c SW has been considered to be a free parameter and our results are given as a polynomial of c SW . Moreover, the dependence on the number of colors N, the coupling constant g and the gauge fixing parameter λ, is shown explicitly.
The Symanzik coefficients, c i , appear in a nontrivial way in the propagator and, thus, we tabulate these results for different choices of c i . Next, we provide the total expression for the inverse fermion propagator S −1 as a function of g, N, c SW , λ. Here we should point out that for dimensional reasons, there is a global prefactor 1/a multiplying our expressions for the inverse propagator, and thus, the O(a 2 ) correction is achieved by considering all terms up to O(a 3 p 3 ).
µ , and the specific values λ = 1 (0) correspond to the Feynman (Landau) gauge. The quantities ε (i,j) appearing in our results for S −1 are numerical coefficients depending on the Symanzik parameters, calculated for each action we have considered and tabulated in Tables II -V; the index i denotes the power of the lattice spacing a that they multiply. In all Tables, the systematic errors in parentheses come from the extrapolation over finite lattice size L → ∞. Fig. 1 is free of logarithmic terms and independent of c SW ; its final expression is
where the numerical values for the Symanzik dependent coefficientsε provided in Table VII . The remaining terms with coefficients ε (i,j) are the same as in Eq. (24) .
Using our results for the fermion propagator, we can compute the multiplicative renormalization function of the quark field (Z Ψ ).
V. FERMION BILINEAR OPERATORS
In the context of this work we also study the O(a 2 ) corrections to Green's functions of local fermion operators that have the formΨΓΨ. Γ corresponds to the following set of products of the Dirac matrices
for the scalar (
respectively. We restrict ourselves to forward matrix elements (2-point Green's functions, zero momentum operator insertions). We also considered the tensor operator O T ′ , corresponding to Γ = σ µν and checked that the Green's function coincides with that of O T ; this is a nontrivial check for our calculational procedure.
The only one-particle irreducible Feynman diagram that enters the calculation of the above operators is shown in Fig. 2 . We show our results for the one-loop corrections to the amputated 2-point Green's function of each operatorΨΓΨ, at momentum p
Our final results are given as a polynomial of c SW , in a general covariant gauge. Since their dependence on the Symanzik parameters, c i , cannot be written in a closed form, as in the case of the quark propagator we will tabulate the numerical coefficients for a variety of choices for c i , in order to cover a range of values that are used in both perturbative calculations and numerical simulations.
We begin with the O(a 2 ) corrected expression for Λ S (p); including the tree-level term, we obtain
The numerical coefficients ε Thus, at best, one can achieve full O(a 2 ) improvement only on-shell, or approximate improvement near a given reference momentum scale. Such non-polynomial terms are not present at O(a 1 ). This comment applies also to the remaining operators we examine below.
Next, we turn to Λ P (p), where Symanzik dependent coefficients, ε (i,j) P , are tabulated in Table XI . The pseudoscalar operator is free of O(a 1 ) terms; moreover, all contributions linear in c SW vanish
The O(a 2 ) corrected expressions for Λ V (p) and Λ A (p) are more complicated, compared to the scalar and pseudoscalar amputated Green's functions, in the sense that momentum dependence assumes a variety of functional forms; this fact also introduces several coefficients which depend on the Symanzik parameters
The numerical values of ε (i,j) V for different Symanzik choices are given in Tables XII -XVI . 
The rest of the coefficients ε Tables XVII -XX. The remaining Green's functions that we computed are those corresponding to the tensor bilinears (T = γ 5 σ µν , T ′ = σ µν ), which are the most complicated of all the operators that we studied. Clearly, the Green's functions Λ T (p) and Λ T ′ (p), corresponding to T and T ′ , coincide numerically, even though this fact is not immediately apparent from their algebraic forms. In fact, we computed both Λ T (p) and Λ T ′ (p) in two distinct calculations; their numerical coincidence constitutes a rather nontrivial check of our results. For the reader's convenience, we present below both tensor Green's functions.
The coefficients ε (i,j) T are tabulated in Tables XXI -XXV .
Several coefficients ε T ′ can be written in terms of ε T (Eqs. (36) - (38)), while the rest are given in Tables XXVI -XXVII a naive application of the procedure of Ref. [25] will fail to produce all O(a 2 ) contributions.
The procedure which we propose in this work for handling the above difficulty is in fact applicable to any order in a. In brief, it recasts the integrands as a sum of two parts: The first part can be exactly evaluated as a function of a, while the second part is naively Taylor expandible, as a polynomial to the desired order in a.
Since the propagator and Green's functions are meant to be used in mass independent renormalization schemes, our results have been obtained at vanishing fermionic masses; the case of massive fermions (including non-degenerate flavors and twisted mass terms) will appear in a forthcoming publication. Nevertheless, even at vanishing masses, our final expressions are quite lengthy, since they exhibit a rather nontrivial dependence on the external momentum (p), and they are explicit functions of the number of colors (N), gauge parame- nonperturbative results. This procedure is carried out and explained in detail in a follow-up work [22] . Briefly stated, nonperturbative data are "corrected" by the perturbative expressions for Green's functions, and then extrapolated towards small a. As a first illustration of this mixed determination, we show in Fig. 3 nonperturbative data for Z q and Z V , determined with the RI-MOM method of Ref. [23] , before and after the perturbative corrections.
The results are obtained by using the Symanzik tree-level improved gluon action at β = 3.9 and the N f = 2 twisted mass quark action at maximal twist, with gauge field configurations and quark propagators generated by the ETM Collaboration 3 . While up to discretization effects Z V is a scale independent quantity, the (continuum) RG dependence of Z q on the renormalization scale has been removed from the results shown in Fig. 3 by evolving the renormalization constant to a fixed reference scale µ 0 = 1/a (∼ 2 GeV), using for the anomalous dimension the 4-loop perturbative expression computed in Ref. [27] . Thus, the residual dependence of both Z q (µ 0 = 1/a) and Z V on a 2p2 observed in Fig. 3 can be safely interpreted, at large momenta, as a pure discretization effect. As illustrated in Fig. 3 , the corrected data are virtually flat, allowing for a safer small-a extrapolation. The techniques employed in this work are readily applicable to the study of perturbative corrections of other Greens's functions, to any desired order in a. Examples are matrix elements of 4-fermion operators appearing in effective weak Hamiltonians, and higher dimension twist-2 fermion bilinears involved in generalized parton distributions. We will be addressing these issues in forthcoming publications.
APPENDIX A: A BASIS OF DIVERGENT INTEGRALS
The most difficult part of this calculation that requires careful attention is the extraction of the dependence on the external momentum p and the lattice spacing a from the divergent terms. The singularities are isolated using the procedure explained in section II, and here we present the list of primitively divergent integrals that appeared in our algebraic expressions.
In the following integrals we definê
In addition, ( ) S means sum over inequivalent permutations. No summation over the indices µ, ν, ρ, σ is implied, unless otherwise stated. 
